Autumn Term 1 Curriculum Overview
Year 5
Our Topic: Rule Britannia
st

Subject

1

Half Term

English

In English we are learning about 


Mathematics

Narrative stories from other cultures
Shakespeare for Schools Project, preparing for our Romeo and Juliet performance,
and exploring Shakespearian language
Developing basic skills e.g. grammar, spelling and handwriting


In Mathematics we are learning about





Read and write and know numbers to 1000,000
Compare numbers to 1000,000
Round numbers to the nearest 10,000
Making number patterns using knowledge of place value

Science

Forces
 The life and work of Sir Isaac Newton
 explain how gravity acts between the Earth and unsupported objects
 Identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction
 Recognise how mechanisms alter the effect of forces

Computing / Film It

Data Retrieving & Organising / Audacity



History / Geography

Listen to streaming audios as online radio
Download, upload and produce podcasts
Manipulate sounds using Audacity


Gunpowder Plot





Learn how it fits into the timeline of significant events in British history
Discover how these events have helped to shape the country we live in today
Use maps and atlases to explore Europe

Art / Design
Technology

Painting
 Create Bonfire art, and observe mood and feeling in a painting
 Use different types of paint, acrylic, oil, water colour and note the differences
 Explore colour and create moods and feelings

Music

Singing
 Sing with increasing control of breathing, posture and projection
 Learn songs from British culture, and prepare for the Young Voices performance

Religious Education

How Christian’s try to follow Jesus’ example
 Identify own priorities in life
 Link things that are important to them and the way they behave
 Make links between the beliefs of different religious groups and show how they are
connected to believers’ lives

Physical Education

Outdoor PE
Develop our basic ball skills and cricket

Indoor PE

Philosophy for Children
(P4C/Ask It)
Modern Foreign
Languages – Spanish

Perform symmetrical and asymmetrical shapes through gymnastics
Through the subject of Philosophy For Children (P4C) we will be developing –
Debating skills
- Questioning skills
Big Question – Do we help to improve other’s questioning?

We will be learning
Key phrases, conjunctions, numbers and time

Thank you for your support. If you need any further information please do not hesitate to contact the
class teachers. We look forward to an exciting and hardworking term.

